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To Whom Much Is Given, Much Is Also Required
By Floyd Bell, Jr., Vice President ASI/FACS
Last week I had the honor
and pleasure to be granted
the opportunity by OUR
Membership to travel to
Irving, Texas for the District
6 New Officers Training.
I fully intended on being a
sponge to soak up as much
knowledge
as
humanly
possible in a three day period
to bring back to apply in my
growth within my position.
Little did I know I would

unit in order to improve not
only working conditions but
also a standard of living
that we would consider as
humane.
From
that
point
we
progressed
into
the
functionality of a Union and
specifically a Local. We began
to detail our responsibilities
in making sure we are on
track to meet the goals of
our “Triangle” which guides
the
direction
we
as
the
Communication
Workers
of
America
have
decided to target.
We learned you
cannot
have
one without the
other
we
are
more than just
representation,
we are mobilizers
and
Pictured L-R Back Tori Pratt, Vice President Local
also movement
6300; Jo Wise, Vice President Local 6300; Vickie
builders.
These
Jordan, Secretary Local 6300; Crystal Parks,
are
all
so
very
Secretary Local 6316; Sarah Harreas, Executive Vice
President Local 6450
important and
Front Luke Pavone, President Local 6316; Floyd Bell
vital
to
our
Jr., Vice president Local 6300; Gordon Smith Jr., Vice survival
in
President Local 6300
this
current
e c o n o m i c
leave with much, much more. environment that is fueled by
The foundation was re-laid … so much corporate greed!
first, with reinforcing what a
There were new officers
Union actually is and why we from all over our District
do what we do. It helped me present for training and the
to begin again by reflecting on one commonality from all
the reasons people decided to Locals represented was the
band together as a collective reputation of Local 6300.

We are a benchmark Local
in District 6 as one of the
only
“fully
functioning”
Locals. We have all of the
Committees
represented
in the Constitution that
is mandated to have this
consideration. It gave us
such a feeling of pride to be
able to be a representative
and to share knowledge with
other officers that are looking
to model themselves after a
Local that is molded in the
image of the Constitutional
guidelines. The impression
taken from this for me is
that the spotlight is on US.
We hold the responsibility to
uphold our commitment not
only to our Members but also
to our District and the entity
of The UNION as a whole.
It is gut check time! If we
were to pick a time to be
a good example of what a
Local is or what a UNION
looks like it would be now.
Lets not just offer lip service
for the people on the outside
looking in … lets make sure
the picture they see is the
real McCoy! Bargaining is
under way for some of our
units within CWA and it is
brutal! We have been given
this opportunity to lead …
Lets UNITE for the FIGHT!
It is our responsibility …
EVERYBODY is watching!
In Solidarity
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From The President’s Desk
Keep Up The Fight

By Michael Mehringer, President
As we reported earlier Century
Link has ratified there contract.
But there is a concern that the
retro pay will only be paid for
straight time according to the
Bargaining
Committee
they
understood this to be for all time
worked Jason Vellmer the Chair
of the Committee has reported
that T&T did not negotiate this
for overtime.
As of Tuesday, April 14, 20115
the Bargaining Committee for the
Legacy T contract originally called
for a strike at noon. We prepared
for this action and were at the two
locations we represent at around
11:30am the announcement was
made that even though they were
not making large strides there
was progress. We would stay at
the table and keep our Members
working for now. We will keep you
up to date on this bargaining.
Legislatively, House Bill # 325

will be going through the Senate,
some may remember this Bill was
submitted by then Vice President
Ken Bates about two years ago.
This bill was designed to give tax
breaks to companies bringing jobs
to Missouri and it was modeled
after the Call Center Bill on the
Federal level. The Right-to-Work
(for less) Bill and the Paycheck
Deception Bill have both passed
the House and will be going to
the Senate. We believe we have
enough support to stop these
Bills, although we all need to
continue to educate people on the
catastrophic effects these bills
will have the working families in
Missouri. If this bill is placed on
the ballot I believe it will be a very
tough battle due to the deceptive
campaigning all of the supporters
have been utilizing.
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Attorney’s Report

What You Need To Do To Get Social Security Disability Benefits
By Michael C. Goldberg, Attorney

This month I wanted to
discuss what you need to do
in order to get Social Security
Disability Benefits (SSD). These
are benefits that you would be
entitled to if you are unable
to engage in any substantial
gainful employment due to
injury or illness. The process for
obtaining these benefits is the
same for everyone but the rules
and likelihood of receiving the
benefits differ greatly depending
on certain factors. I want to
go over some of these factors
and also provide some general
guidelines to help you be more
successful in obtaining these
benefits.
The first thing you need to
understand is that in order to
get SSD benefits it is not the
fact that you cannot return to
your old job but that you are
unable to engage in any work.
This includes light or sedentary
work. You will need to generally
prove that you cannot do any

type of regular work in order to
get benefits. There are technical
requirements to even applying
for SSD. You must have worked
for enough time to qualify and
you must either be off work or
anticipated to be off work for a
year.
The initial step would be to
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apply for your benefits at your
local office or on-line. You do not
need an attorney to do this. Many
times individuals are off work
and on a disability plan. The plan
will try and force you to apply,
which is normally fine. They will
then refer you to a disability
group they recommend. These
individuals are almost always
out of state. They seem to have no
connection to Missouri or Illinois
and are simply working with
your disability plan to get them
off the hook for benefits. I do not
see why you would need them
in the initial application. You
can do this all on your own. You
will not have to pay an attorney
if you get benefits on your
initial application. I am going
to tell you the most important
information to obtain to increase
your chances of getting benefits.
SSD is based on the restrictions
and limitations you have that are
medically documented. These
restrictions and limitations if
that are sufficiently detailed,
will be used to determine what
if any work you might be able
to perform. While you can tell
the SSD personal about your
condition all you want, they are
going to be looking for medically
documented
restrictions.
Basically, they want restrictions
in writing from your treating
doctor. The more restrictions,
the more limitations to finding
you can return to work. SSD will
look at your age, your experience
along with your limitations to
see what if any work you could
perform in the open labor market.
You must provide sufficient
restrictions to eliminate all jobs.
The younger you are, especially
anyone under 55, you will

find that you need significant
restrictions to obtain SSD. You
need to talk with all your doctors
and try and get them to write up
specific restrictions that relate to
the treatment you are receiving,
I recommend getting this
information from every doctor
you see. If they will not help you,
it is time to get another doctor!
Once you get this information,
you will submit it to SSD and they
will render a decision. I would
estimate that more than 75% of
the people applying are rejected.
This is usually because they do
not have the verification of the
restrictions. If you are rejected,
you would then appeal the
decision, usually with the help of
an attorney. This is a long and
drawn out process. Therefore,
I strongly advise you to make
sure you get the proper medical
verifications in the beginning.
This is simply your best chance
at being granted benefits.
If you have any questions
regarding this article, please feel
free to call me to discuss.
				
Michael C. Goldberg
Attorney at Law
1-800-489-2891
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ARE UNIONS DEAD?
By Kevin Kujawa CWA D6 Retiree Activist

Well that headline paraphrases the
April 1966 Time Magazine cover that
caused a stir in my childhood, maybe
this one can cause a stir or at least
lead us all to a meaningful discussion
to reevaluate where we are, how we got
there and what is the solution for the
future. Do I think Unions are dead?
No, emaciated maybe. After decades
of attacks by corporate interest that
oppose employees and the middle class
in this country, and membership in
the private sector in decline, I believe
organized labor is at a crossroads.
We are seeing a transformation in
our Country that would take us back
to the days be-fore Union density
was at its highest back to the days
when John D. Rockefeller, Andrew
Carnegie, Cornelius Vanderbilt, and
J.P. Morgan controlled much of the
wealth as well as much of the power
in America. Recently we have been
seeing a lot of press coverage about
how our democracy is being converted
into an oligarchy. A term according to
Wikipedia, which was coined by the
philosopher Aristotle as a synonym
to mean ruled by the rich. The more I

read and understand on this subject
the more I understand the comparison
to our Government today. Now I will be
the first to admit most of what I read
or that sparks my interest is more on
the side of the average middle class
working American or Union Member
because that is what I know and that
is what I am. Like many of you, I
worked a thirty plus year career as a
CWA Member at one of the Companies
organized by CWA and always had the
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benefit of working under a collective
bargaining agreement which what was
in effect a regulated utility. Toward the
end of my career things began changing
rapidly as the telephone companies
became more and more deregulated
and actually for a time had real and
meaningful competition. Like most of
my generation we came through the
break up ordered by Judge Green and
the birth of the “Baby Bells”, as well
as they say Humpty Dumpty being
put back together again. In all this
process we saw tens of thousands of our
co-workers and Union Brothers and
Sisters moved or laid off. At that time
I remember many saying this was the
demise of CWA but I have always found
our Union to be resilient and displayed
the ability to bounce back from almost
any setback. I recently read an article
in the Huffington Post written by Dale
Hansen a politi-cal blogger for the
Detroit News where he is discussing
Speaker of the House John Boehner,
and the Speakers growing concern
that income inequality will stop the
Republicans from delivering on the
Speakers message of: “Helping to build
a stronger, healthier economy for all
Americans is priority number one
for House Republicans.” Hansen also
points out that Boehner has offered
very little in a solution to this problem
other than to blame the President. The
author of this article also suggested
that Republicans wanting to gain the
support of Organized Labor may want to
follow the advice the Republican Party
Platform from Eisenhower’s first term
in office which read, “The protection of
the right of workers to organize into
Unions and to bargain collectively
is the firm and permanent policy of
the
Eisenhower
Administration.”
Eisenhower was also quoted as saying “Labor is the United States. The
men and women, who with their minds,
their hearts and hands, create the
wealth that is shared in this country
they are America.” At this point in this
article I could bore you with countless
statistics to prove an argument on
income inequality but I won’t there
are plenty of them out there on the
internet for your viewing and reading
pleasure. So let us get back to the
original question are Unions Dead? As

I said earlier, I think not. I also think
America cannot move forward without
some type of organization that has the
interest of the working class and those
less fortunate if that does happens
America will truly be an oligarchy. I
do believe after decades of attacks on
organized labor most of the American
population has been brainwashed
into believing Unions are irrelevant. I
personally don’t believe such sentiment
having spent the majority of my life as
a Union member trying to dispel that
myth while witnessing the benefits of
the collective bargaining process when
the playing field is equal. I believe that
is the key. There is an old telephone
company saying many of you have
probably heard that everything is
cyclical. The longer you stay around the
more of the same stuff you see that has
been tried before being passed off as the
latest and greatest idea. To succeed in
that process most of us didn’t have to be
intelligent just observant. This may no
longer be the case for the Union member
of today. I am re-minded of a quote I
read in a paper written Robert Putnam
a Harvard Sociologist, called Bowling
Alone. (http://archive.realtor.org/sites/
default/files/BowlingAlone.pdf) In this
article he examined Americans decline
of getting involved into any type of
May 2015
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(continued from page 4)

organization and the impact it has on
representative government. It is an
interesting look at the evolution of
America. It is a long read and I won’t
bore you with all the details but if you
have a chance to read it I have enclosed
the link above. The aforementioned
quote was “The solidarity of Union
halls is now mostly a fading memory of
aging men.” If you read the whole paper
you will understand his point better
but I believe some or most of what he is
saying is directly what is causing Union
density problems today. Anybody involved actively with their Union will tell
you that attendance at Union meetings
is low and has been for decades. A small
percentage of members attend, are
active and make the decisions for their
Locals. As we all know Unions are run
in a democratic manner and leaders are
elected by their members. As a former
Local President we searched endlessly
on how to gain more solidarity and
increase attendance and participation
in our process. Un fortunately I will
tell you like many of my predecessors
we failed. The one aspect that sparked
my attention to this problem was this
quote. Maybe, just maybe as Retirees
we can make a difference and help

regain solidarity with our Brothers and
Sisters. Far too often when one retires
from the Company they were employed
they move on and they also leave their
Union behind. With early retirement

prevalent in our industry we are now
seeing a generation gap develop in a
large number of Retiree Chapters as
early Retirees tend to involve themselves in other endeavors and suddenly
find life may be too busy to stay
involved with their Union. I think as a
retiree we must stay involved with our
Union support our active Brothers and
Sisters who we count on to sup-port us,
and if anything increase the Union’s
strength. There are a lot of lessons
that our younger generation of leaders
and activist can learn from those who
have been there before and fought the
fights they now face. As Retirees we
can choose to sit on the sidelines and to
borrow a saying from my Grandfather
watch the world go to hell in a hand
basket (never figured out what a hand
basket was), or we can engage and
work toward a better way for us as well
as those who come after us. We can
rest assure that nothing will change
if choose not to participate in the
Union process, or choose to withhold
our efforts and opinions from society
as well. I un-derstand everyone has a
different view of retirement but I don’t
believe that should be withdrawal.

2015 Annual Easter Egg Hunt
The Easter Egg Hunt on April 4, 2015 was a huge success. We had nearly 75 children under the age of 10 participate. There was the
Easter Bunny, Face Painting, Balloon Making and a Magic Show which the children loved. Then there was the highlight of the day
the Easter Egg Hunt with over 1,200 easter eggs in the park area. We had two special coins eggs and those were both retrieved by
Virginia (Dodie) Marler’s grandchildren. The families also enjoyed some hot dogs, chips, popcorn and cotton candy.
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Next Meetings:
May 20
June 17

Good & Welfare
New Members

YP Holding LLC

Motions April 15, 2015
Motion: Motion Stephanie Bates, second
Erin Gagnon to send The Executive Board
send Mike Mehringer to the Missouri Presidents Meeting at Tan-Tar-A Resort in Osage
Beach, Missouri from April 22-24, 2015, estimated cost $1,314. Motion carried.
Motion: Motion Doug Hull, second Eric Watson to send four additional members of the
Executive Board to the CWA 75th Convention
from June 8-10, 2015 in Detroit, Michigan.
Motion Amended.

Kayla Aquino
Carl Grant
Shawn Hoelscher
Kenneth Bell
Robert Brown
Tamika Butler

Kevin Curtis
Steven Gonzalez
Brian Koenen
Jack Lawrence, Jr.
Matthew Noles
Gerald Simmons

Retiring
Mary Richardson
Don Brown
Vanessa Wrancher
Mona Harshman
Lixa Schmidt
Gary Degonia

2/5/2015
2/11/2015
3/13/2015
4/1/2015
4/4/2015
4/17/15

Motion: Motion to amend to only send the
delegates of the Executive Board to the CWA
75th Convention from June 8-10, 2015 in Detroit, Michigan by Mike Hensel. Second Donna Walsh. Motion carried.

Members’ Losses
Virginia Anderson-Dunbar
Father
Anthony Easter
Grandmother
Dortatius Hill
Daughter
Sharon Johnson
Father
Maureen Kauten
Mother
Maureen Kauten
Father
Douglas Messner
Father
Raymond Witthaus
Father

f

Find us on
Facebook

Clip-out this handy card and
keep it with you. You never
know when you might need
it.

What are Weingarten Rights?

Employees have the right to Union
representation when they feel an
investigatory meeting is to take place.
An investigatory meeting occurs when
a supervisor questions an employee
to use information against them in
discipline or for an employee to defend
certain conduct. This does not include
normal day-to-day conversations
with management or discussions with
productivity.
Note: The Company will not advise the
employee of their “Weingarten Rights”

Weingarten Rules:
Rule 1: The employee must make a

clear request for Union representation before
or during the meeting. The employee cannot
be punished for making this request.
Rule 2: After the employee makes their
request, the company has three options:
1. Grant the request and delay
questioning until the Union representative
arrives and has a chance to consult privately
with the employee.
2. Deny the request and end the meeting
immediately.
3. Give the employee a choice of having
the interview without Union representation or
end the meeting.
Rule 3: If the company denies the request
for Union representation, and continues to
ask questions, it commits an unfair labor
practice and the employee has a right to
refuse to answer. The company may not
discipline the employee for such a refusal.

facebook.com/cwa6300

In Sympathy
Jackson Grumke
Mary Bartlett

Retiree
Retiree

Submit
Good
and Welfare
Announcements

Please see your Union Steward
to submit notices of deaths,
retirements, disabilities, or other
announcements within your office.
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If you are considering leaving or
retiring from AT&T, consider VSP!

TAKE THE CASH!!

The CWA/AT&T 2009 Labor Agreement
allows any regular full time, non-surplus
employee who has met time in title requirements
to express his/her interest in receiving
a Voluntary Severance Payment.
This can be done by submitting a Voluntary Severance Candidate Process
request form to your the staffing/placement office at 314-357-6889 or your
Steward for additional information.
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Retirees Meeting April 13, 2015

Retiree Meetings
May 11
& June 8

Meeting 11:30 / Lunch 12:00
Meeting Location
2258 Grissom Dr.

$12 charge per person.
Bring a guest but make
reservations:
Bob Huss - 636-947-4299
BHuss6350@sbcglobal.net

Earline Jones 355-6860
Nellie Girouard
314-739-0317
Nancy Jinkerson
314-809-3264

The meeting was called
to order by President Bob
Huss. Bob said a prayer and
led everyone in the Pledge of
Allegiance to our flag.
Bob asked for a moment of
silence for the deceased: Jack
Grumke, Paul Werner and
Sue Nunnley.
Nancy
Jinkerson

announced the lunch menu
and read the minutes of the
March meeting. Before doing
so she asked anyone who
has changed their contact
information (address and
phone number) to write the
information on a tablet at
the front table. A motion was
made, seconded and passed
to approve the minutes as
read.
Nellie Girouard read the
Treasurer’s report for March.
Motions were made, seconded
and passed to approve the
reports.
Earlene Jones gave the
Vice-President’s report. She
had planned a presentation
on Social Security disability
benefits, but problems with
her computer left her unable
to finish her presentation.
She
shared
information
on the current bargaining
sessions which have been
postponed until April 14th.
So far she has seen nothing
in the bargaining reports
relating to the retirees.
Bob
continued
the
discussion on the bargaining.
He suggested signing up
for the bargaining reports
through the CWA website for
those with computer access.
He shared some details about

his trip to Jefferson City and
his meetings with legislators,
as well as his attendance
at legislative sessions. Per
a question from Tony Hill
regarding why CWA wasn‘t
part of the building trades,
Bob discussed the differences
between IBEW and CWA and
other reasons why. Earline
Jones expanded on the
discussion.
Bob discussed ideas for
raising
money
for
the
chapter.
The discussion
will continue as ideas are
being exchanged. He asked
anyone interested to let him
know and they will meet
15 minutes before the next
meeting. He also has flyers
regarding the TPP(Trans
Pacific Partnership).
Earline briefly discussed
identity theft. She will bring
a list to the next meeting of
things someone can do to
protect their identity.
The
monthly
birthday
cupcakes were won by Jane
Baker.
Drawings were held and
monies were given out as
prizes.
A
motion
was
made,
seconded and passed to
adjourn the meeting. Bingo
was played afterwards.

UNIONS TO SUE CHRISTIE OVER PENSION PAYMENT SHORTFALL
Reprint from CWA International
Mar 5, 2015
CWA joined more than a dozen
public-sector unions in announcing
on Tuesday that they will sue New
Jersey Gov. Chris Christie to force
him to obey the law and increase
payments into the pension system.
“Gov. Christie flippantly said he
wants to ‘flip the script.’ But this
May 2015

isn’t a House of Cards script,”
said CWA New Jersey Director
Hetty Rosenstein. “It’s a legal
obligation. And ignoring the law
is what caused this very problem
in the first place, which will never
get fixed so long as Christie refuses
to meet both his moral and legal
responsibilities.”
Last week, a state judge ruled that

Christie broke the law when he
cut $1.57 billion from a promised
payment to public workers’ pension
system. The issue dates back to
2011, when Christie and state
lawmakers increased workers’
pension contributions, boosted the
retirement age and slashed cost-ofliving adjustments. In return, the
state pledged
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CWA Local 6300
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
Day at the Ballpark
to Benefit Community Services Committee

June 28th, 2015 1:15pm

Activities Include:
Playgrounds, Fishing, Tennis Courts,
Nature Trails, Softball, Swimming Pool,
Waterpark and 125 ft. Waterslide

18 hole golf course - reservations call Ron Gamache at 636.475.5375

18 holes with cart $35.50; 9 holes with cart $22.50
Saturday, August 8, 2015 11am - 5pm
Teamsters Local 688 Camp
1230 Abbey Lane
Pevely, MO 63070
We’ll provide FREE
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,
Pork Steaks, Soda & Beer

PLEASE BRING COVERED DISH OR DESSERT
Volunteers are needed. Call 314.991.0200 to volunteer.

St. Louis
Cardinals
vs.
Chicago Cubs
Sections 128, 129, 130 & 132

$45 per ticket
($59 @ the box office)

For tickets please contact Tori Pratt at
CWA Local
6300 314.991.0200 ext. 245
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